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So many extreme reactions and so many of us the events of the last couple of days and you 
know perhaps people do find themselves craving some sort of weird warped form of revenge 
but a mass exodus from Mass Effect female exodus from labor I don't think is is really going to 
help anybody and you know the notion that what do we want to do now do we want to sabotage 
labor it's not about my parents used to say cutting off your nose to spite your face what's the 
what's the sort of supreme feminist solution to the current situation we find ourselves in is it an 
Abbott victory I'm not sure that it is now Gillard's Gillard said in her speech on Wednesday what 
I what I am absolutely confident of is it will be easier for the next woman and the woman after 
that and I am proud of that are you as confident as Gerard oh I wish i was high i don't know if 
the I mean it's certainly what has happened i think over with the events of the last few years is 
it's it's maybe made us start having a conversation about these things again and maybe that's a 
really really good thing but the circumstances of of Gillard's entire prime ministership in the 
circumstances in which she was removed i don't know if they're going to encourage more 
women to go into politics I don't know if they're going to discourage people from appointing 
women into into positions of power because that's a sort of horrible horrible interpretation that 
can be made we had this female Prime Minister and people didn't like her so that's maybe as 
Tony Abbott said men are better suited by physiol physiology or temperament to exercise 
command I mean there's a number of interpretations that can be made about the whole thing I 
certainly hope it'll get easier and you know maybe she is a trailblazer but I'm sure she's a 
trailblazer but there is this very disconcerting person that Julia bed identifies in her book media 
tarts about female politicians being I think she says dumped and discredited with an intensity 
that surprised even the most experienced observers and I think we've just witnessed the 
ultimate example of that you speak of a resilient feminism you say that one of the messages of 
the misogyny speech is that we're not done with feminism yet what is the ultimate benchmark of 
success when are we done when are we done I think we're done probably when we can stop 
talking about it maybe there is a time in the future when we actually you are able to retire the 
word and just all be will be people and not I mean there was actually loves a lovely piece today 
by annabel crabb in the drummer who says that are we there yet well we're there when Julia 
Gillard or whoever is no longer at the female Prime Minister they are just the Prime Minister and 
I think that's surely what we're aspiring towards that sounds quite lovely I fear that we're not 
quite there yet but in the meantime let's talk about it with the audience shall we thank you Anna 
that was fantastic and I think we'll slow to some questions now because I'm sure that we've got 
a lot to get through who wants to kick it off thank you for that discussion and for cheap term 
papers for sale I found they both really resonated with me in the discussion of sexuality for a 
young woman because that's something that I struggle with as a feminist that feeling very sex 
positive as well and and with the judgment that comes with that and even though I feel very 
strong about it myself that I can be promiscuous and be a feminist to be part of that it the 
response from friends and pretty much everyone is is generally still there's an underlying idea of 
a slut to really hard to escape from and I just wonder how you think that can be addressed with 
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friends who otherwise I'm fully supportive and wonderful but just maybe don't understand that on 
the same level I suppose you just need to have those those conversations with them and 
explain yourself and you know I completely agree i don't see that feminism and sex positivity 
need to be mutually exclusive at at all without advocating a mess movement of sort of rabid 
promiscuity for that for the feminist cause necessarily I i think you know live your life get on with 
it and if your friends judge you will maybe they're not such great friends after all hi thank you 
very much that was very enlightening and interesting and lots to think about I'm not sure 
whether you'll think that this reflection or question is an overreaction  


